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Abstract

The objective of this article is to examine the spiritual philosophy of Ibn al-‘Arabi especially the spiritual stages start from the religious teaching aspects (exoteric) and spiritual (esoteric). The complexity of Ibn al-‘Arabi’s teachings needs to be investigate to respond the accusations from the religious conservative groups that state the practices done by the spiritualists are deviant religious teachings and even are considered as strange behavior and a symptom of mental illness. Through literature study, this research uses descriptive analysis method or content analysis with a normative theological approach to Ibn Arabi's works. The present study first investigated how Ibn al-‘Arabi explained the dichotomy between the exoteric and esoteric dimensions and also its impact on the psychology in his spiritual philosophy. The findings of this study showed that the stages of the spiritual such as repentance, asceticism, austerity, ecstasy, clairvoyance, and so on are the transcendental consciousness which cannot be understood using only the esoteric dimension, but also using the obedience toward the exoteric dimension. A true spiritualist such as the saints and the prophets are the spokesman for God on the earth to give the enlightenment of the life in the world.
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INTRODUCTION

Islamic spirituality (Sufism) has contributed greatly to the spiritual and intellectual life in the world. The influence of spiritual life is not only limited to the religious elite group but has reached all levels of society from the upper class to the lower class. Even these alternatives of Islamic spirituality are in great demand in the midst of a crisis that has undermined all dimensions of modern human life.

However, in the course of its long history, Islamic spirituality has not escaped from suspicion and criticism of the orthodox and conservative groups in Islam. The conflicts that arise are in the form of pros and cons that occur between the esoteric theologians and the esoteric spiritual experts or conflicts between heterodox and orthodox groups. The contra groups label the Islamic spirituality adhere to infidel (kufr) and heresy (bid'a) because they are not in accordance with teachings that are guided by authentic religious sources. Furthermore, the extreme accusations state that the experiences of these spiritualists are considered as strange behaviour and a symptom of mental illness.

However, the objective judgement put forward by some experts and the practitioners of Islamic spiritual experience who argue that spiritual experiences are only an expression of personal religious experience. The eccentric behaviour outside of the limits of reasonableness is only the result of personal experiences. According to them, the mental dimension experienced by a spiritualist is an extraordinary inner experience when it comes to a certain level in spiritual consciousness. This psychological proof even goes to the level of mental experience which is called transcendental experience or awareness.

Ibn 'Arabi (d. 1240) was the greatest spiritual figure of the philosopher who was said to be the pioneer of the spiritual school that used philosophical analysis in his ontology and epistemology of spiritual knowledge. With this approach, he developed a more open and tolerant spirituality, so that with this high-level scientific spirit, his philosophical mystic approach became unique, attractive and desirable. Ibn 'Arabi emphasized that the spiritual essence which spiritualists and researchers are against is the aspect of worship and morals. He argued that the spirituality of Islam is binding oneself with good behaviour through rituals of religious teachings, both in exoterism (zahir) and esoterism (bathin) because the essence of consciousness is focused on behaviour. In addition, Ibn Arabi elaborated on spiritual awareness with a psychological and mental health approach in which there are psychological symptoms that every spiritual practitioner experiences at every stage of the attainment of their religious experience.

There have been many studies on Ibn Arabi’s famous Sufism, such as Palacios (1979),
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Chittick (1989)\(^9\) and Afifi (1998)\(^10\) until the latest study of Moradian\(^11\). However, studies on the development of Ibn Arabi's Sufism on global humanitarian issues have also been widely studies such as religious diversity and interfaith dialogue which explained by Chittick (1995)\(^12\) and Kakaie (2004)\(^13\), as well as a study on the relevance of Ibn Arabi's Sufism to human relations which had been studied by Webb (1990)\(^14\). Even the latest environmental issues have been researched by Rozi (2019)\(^15\) who elaborated on Ibn Arabi's Sufism in the formulation of ecosufism. Although there have been studies on religious awareness, from the psychological aspects of religion have been studied by Yangou (2017)\(^16\), Gorjian (2021)\(^17\) and Nazemian (2022)\(^18\).

This study focuses on the spiritual philosophy of Ibn Arabi especially the spiritual stages start from the religious teaching aspects (exoteric) and spiritual (esoteric). By using library research, this study uncovers the important works of Ibn al-'Arabi such as Futuhat al-makkiyyah and Fusus al-Hikam. The analytical method used was descriptive analysis or content analysis, which describes the human ideas or ideas contained in his work which are then confronted with other ideas in an effort to make comparisons, relationships and concept development\(^19\). In addition, this study used a theological approach, namely an effort to understand religion by using a theological framework that starts from a belief that the empirical form of a religion is considered the most correct compared to others\(^20\). The normative theological approach is still theocentric, even according to Amin Abdullah, it is still dominated by transcendental-speculative thoughts, but it does not address human issues (humanities) which include social life, politics and so on and historical aspects (\textit{tarikhijiat})\(^21\).

Based on the dimensions above, it is deemed necessary to elaborate on Ibn Arabi's philosophical spiritual in response to the accusations which state that Islamic spirituality is a deviant religious experience, unreasonable, and is a symptom of mental illness. Besides, this transcendental experience is an ethical implication of those who follow spiritual paths.
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THE EXOTERIC AND ESOTERIC DIMENSIONS OF IBN ARABI'S SPIRITUAL EXPERIENCES

In the perennial philosophy discourse, esoterism is an inward dimension or a core of religion. It is a special and exclusive knowledge that is taught by philosophers to those who are as the chosen students and have certain intellectual talents and abilities to be able to receive special and high teachings on metaphysics. Meanwhile, exoterism is a formal dimension in religious teachings such as dogma, ritual, ethics and morals in a religion. This exoteric teaching is knowledge that is taught to the wider community.

For Ibn Arabi, both exoteric and esoteric dimensions cannot be understood separately because they are a complementary ontological unity: one never exists without the other. This contradiction is not two separate realities, but is a reality with two different aspects is called by Ibn Arabi as the unity between contradictions and in western philosophy is called the coincidentia oppositorum. Based on this ontological structure, Ibn Arabi was one of the mystical philosophers who provoked the discussion and controversy that had never occurred in the previous history of Islamic thought, because he combined two approaches to the truth: haqiqah (esoterism) and syarīah (exoterism).

In Ibn Arabi’s ontological structure, the exoteric aspect is very important, so it is not just the experience of exposure in the esoteric dimension. In fact, according to Ibn Arabi, the exposure does not provide deep understanding and the clarity of vision besides carrying out religious deeds and commandments such as regulations and other legal provisions. Ibn Arabi stated that religious teachings are a physical dimension, while spiritual awareness is an inward dimension of religious teachings. The exoteric religious life exists in a world of forms, but it originates from the formless essence or the esoteric one. In several statements, he rejected the opinion that distinguish between exoterism and esoterism. Some people think that the exoterism only deals with things that are naturally outward, and what one must do to get to God. Ibn Arabi explained:

“A spiritualist sees that both the chosen people and the common people practice exoterism. However, only the chosen people can understand the esoterism and are able to distinguish between exoterism and esoterism. They make esoterism compatible and in accordance with its hidden esoterism.”

Besides, one of the main tasks of spiritual teachers is to guide their students to avoid the dangers and traps that are ready to ensnare them when they encounter error. The realm that spiritualist students first enter is the endless realm of imagination. It is the residence of other supernatural beings with all their evil powers so that one might say that the exposure is capable of direct experience of the world of the imagination.

"A Saint (wali) never recommends following an esoteric knowledge science that is against Allah’s rules. Even so, he tries to compile a general ruling based on exoteric provisions which are specific in relation to problems faced by humans."

Therefore, a person who is on a spiritual journey to God needs a clear mind during the
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journey in order to escape from misleading forces. Thus, for spiritualists, the religious orders in exoteric teachings provide a very useful guide to enter the world of imagination. In fact, at the stage of acceptance of theophany, an awareness of the presence and unity with God as mystical goals and Ibn 'Arabi examined and explained the stages in detail to get to the highest level. 30

THE PSYCHO-SPIRITUAL DIMENSION OF IBN ARABI'S SPIRITUAL PRACTICE

Islamic spirituality is the science of the esoteric dimension in Islam which discusses the mental structure, the mental dynamics, the process of mental development, the mental illness and its therapy as well as the process of forging and purifying it. This analysis is in accordance with the opinion of Calvin S Hall who argued that Islamic spirituality is an applied psychology which makes valuable contributions to the problems of the human soul31. Not only from the material aspect, spiritual teaching practices are also mental experiences that are attained through a spiritual process that can be understood and applied. According to William James, the inner experience is a set of psychological experiences as a manifestation of religious awareness and experience 32.

The problems of the soul can only be achieved with a higher dimension, namely the inner side. Only the spiritual knows the soul and can light the nooks and crannies of darkness. Islamic spirituality tries to develop and direct both human potentials to achieve the main goal for the realization of a perfect human 33. The deeper the awareness that is achieved in this experience, the ability of the soul will be able to grasp the true truth and indirectly has implications for the development of a healthy personality and mental. Thus, this spiritual experience has a psychological dimension in order to perfect the personality and mentality. This conclusion is in accordance with Nasr's opinion that Islamic spiritual teachings contain four objects; metaphysics, cosmology, psychology and eschatology34.

The psychological dimension in spiritual experience has been developed by contemporary thinkers, by arguing that Islamic spirituality contains the substance of psychological studies, namely the soul or psyche. It is no longer for psychology to only study the soul from the physical aspect. Ideally, psychology is the science of human nature, human tendencies, human development and human thought. The deeper a person understands this knowledge, the more stable the enlightenment he gets. According to Amir al-Najjar, by understanding the soul content, we will be able to know its reaction to behaviour. 35 Meanwhile, Javad Nurbakh tried to see from a methodical perspective that the efforts to discuss the Islamic spirituality with a psychological approach can be pursued by purifying the soul in order to achieve certain consciousness such as high level of consciousness which not everyone can achieve it36.

Ibn Arabi was one of many spiritual philosophers who have elaborated the psychological dimension through the journey of

35 Al-Najjar, Al-‘Umm Al-Nafs Wa Al-Shufriyah.
36 Ğawād Nūrbāḥ, The Psychology of Sufism: (Del Wa Nafs); a Discussion of the Stages of Progress and Development of the Sufi’s Psyhe While on the Sufi Path (Khaniqahi-Nimatullahi, 1992).
stations (*maqâm* and *hâl*). There is a special special characteristics of Ibn 'Arabi’s thought which is famous for this philosophical sufism. In studying the soul, the epistemology is not only from a scientific level but also touches the dimensions of religious practice and ritual. Philosophically, he examined the essence and existence of religious experience which must be achieved by a spiritualist.

In Ibn 'Arabi’s spiritual teaching, the spiritual levels in the religious consciousness make a potential contribution to mental development. This great spiritualist is very comprehensive in elaborating the sides of humanity, nature, and God as the cosmic center. The collaboration of the three brings a complete understanding in understanding the divinity dimension. This potential contribution is known as new age, return to the center, the sacred self, which is the deepest side of humans by examining the soul 37.

The inner experiences that are attained when a person undergoes the stages in stations (*maqâm* and *hâl*) are simply called religious experiences 38. Changes in belief or changes caused by certain religious experiences are not things that happen by chance nor do they grow naturally, but they are events that are preceded by various processes and conditions that can be researched and studied 39. Even Ibn 'Arabi was able to explain the high level religious experience of unions (*wahdat al-wujud*) as the experience of understanding the reality of divinity 40. The psychiatric symptoms can be investigated by observing the changes that occur when a Sufi arrives at certain experiences. Scientists agree to consider the importance of the experience achieved by a Sufi as a pure perception of one aspect of reality even though they perceive it differently 41.

Thus, the religious experiences in the stages of station (*maqâm* and *hâl*), from the perspective of psychology and mental health, have created positive religious attitudes, behaviour, thoughts and feelings and been actualized in changing attitudes. The spiritualists are classified as mentally healthy because their hearts always feel calm, safe, and at ease. A mentally healthy person has main characteristics such as a good personality attitude towards oneself, self-integration, self-autonomy and perception of reality. This positive attitude is more likely to be possessed by people who carry out religious teachings in an integral and comprehensive manner and have religious experiences that are not owned by ordinary people.

**THE MYSTICO-PHILOSOPHY STAGE OF STATIONS (*MAQÂM* AND *HÂL*) OF IBN 'ARABI**

The principles of Ibn 'Arabi’s teachings that use the mystico-philosophical method are not only concerned with the esoteric and transcendental metaphysical dimensions, but also the exoteric dimensions such as ritual, ethics and personality as a result of spiritual experiences and consciousness. This indication can be proven when Ibn 'Arabi talked about stations (*maqâm* and *hâl*), 560 chapters in *al-Futûhât al-Makkiyyah*, 250 of which talked about these spiritual attainments or stages 42. So far, the discussion about stations (*maqâm* and *hâl*) tends to be found in Sufi thought in the circle of orthodox Islamic spirituality. In fact, Ibn 'Arabi also emphasized ritual and moral
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41 Thouless, *An Introduction to the Psychology of Religion*.

42 Ibn Arabi, *Al-Futûhât Al-Makkiyyah*.
teachings. According to Titus, the sufism of Ibn ‘Arabi was a direct contemplation about the reality of the divinity and spirituality in personal life and also its relationship with certain conditions in the humanity stage 43.

Ibn Arabi in Fusus al-Hikam distinguished three stages of spiritual attainment; first, takhallus means to eliminate human natures and embraces divine attributes. Second, ta‘allaq is a stage in which the human continues to be firmly attached and never separated from the divine attributes. Third, tabaqqug is to negate his essence or substance and realizes in himself that he is one with the Absolute 44. On another occasion, Ibn 'Arabi also described the paths to God consisting of five paths; first, the path of Allah (sirat Allah), namely the general path which contains all the paths that connect him to God, either in the form of divine law or the result of the construction of rational thought. Second, the noble path (sirat al-‘izzah) or the path of a noble person is the path of purifying (tanzih) those who have undergone self-purification. Third, the path of God (sirat al-rabb) is the path of the syaria in which a servant lives all aspects of his life. Fourth, the path of favors (sirat ni‘am) is the path of the giver of blessings, namely the path that is bestowed after living a spiritual life. Fifth, the special path (sirat al-khali), which is the special path for the Prophet Muhammad 45.

In discussing the exoteric aspect and the psychological dimension, the author justifies and groups the general phases of the spiritual stages based on the stages of Ibn Arabi above. Among the stations (maqâm and bâh) to be classified are repentance (taubat), abstinence (waqf), asceticism (zuhd), spiritual poverty (faqr), trust (tawakkal), steadfastness (istiqâmah), remembrance dhikr (dzikr), slavehood (‘ubûdiyyah), concentration of felicity (kimyâ al-salâ’ad), sainthood (wilayah), annihilation (jânâ), clear sight through faith (firâsât al-imâniyyah), chivalry (al-futuwwah) and miracle (al-mu’jizah). The grouping of stations (maqâm and bâh) is broken down into:

The Stage of Repentance (Taubat)

The spiritual stage of repentance (taubat) is the awakening of the soul from ignorance and indifference, so that those who were once full of sin become more aware of their bad actions and regret for all their past shortcomings. In general literature, a person is still considered a sinner and has not repented until; (1) immediately leave the sins that have passed, (2) promise not to repeat them, and (3) accompanied by good deeds.

Ibn 'Arabi defined repentance as going from evil (non-existence) to goodness (existence). The experience of repentance is the toughest level because it changes something that has been used to, especially in the being-rid-of process which is preventive. By doing repentance, a spiritualist experiences drastic changes after experiencing certain awareness in his life.

Repentance functions to repair the damaged soul, correct the wrong or cover the defect, because things that are damaged, wrong or defective cannot return well except by repenting. This repentance is called as true repentance (taubat khâlisah), which is pure from mixing or tainted from the tendency to things that contain sin to the position he repents 46.

In addition, repentance is an external psychological condition that controls the conflict between goodness in humans, in which previously a person has split personality, the conflict between his values and other values. The split personality is caused by conflicts that occur, such as social conflicts and personal conflicts. Before a person experiences self-

46 Muhyiddin Ibn Arabi, Tafsir Al-Qur’an Al-Karim, Dar Al-Kutub Al-Imniyah (Beirut, 2006).
47 Al-Najjar, Al-Ihm Al-Nafs Wa Al-Shugrriyah.
awareness, he is faced with a conflict. This conflict is considered as one of the factors for determining religious attitudes. This happens because of a clash between the forces of good and evil in a person.48

In a psychological and mental health approach, repentance is akin to a conversion experience. If it is not said to be identical, at least there are the same symptoms in the form of consciousness which are achieved through a change in one's consciousness. According to Walter Housten Clark, religious conversion is a spiritual growth or development that contained a significant change in attitudes towards religious teachings and actions.49 This conversion leads to the acceptance of a religious attitude that includes changing beliefs on several religious issues. This search will be accompanied by changes in motivation, behaviour and reactions to the social environment.

Thus, repentance is an essential change in attitude to accept a new view of life which is reflected in changes in behaviour. These changes have various implications for behaviour and social loyalty. No one can change his social loyalty in the field of religion or the behaviour motivation, without a change in the area in which he believes. From this emphasis, it can be concluded that religious experience and awareness can be analysed through their implications in a person's life. A person who is aware and repent is reflected in the attitude and behaviour of his personality.

The Stage of Self-Adornment (Tahalluq)

According to Ibn Arabi, self-adornment (tahalluq) is the negation of human natures and becoming adorned with divine attributes.50 This stage is a continuation of a spiritual experience of repentance by emptying oneself of despicable nature and adorning oneself with praiseworthy natures such as abstinence (warâ'), asceticism (zuhd), spiritual poverty (faqr), trust (tawakkal), and steadfastness (istiqâmah). In Islamic spiritual practice, with this awareness process, a student is led to empty his soul in the form of reducing overeating and practicing a lot of the praiseworthy natures that are recommended. The essence of this station is the initial training for someone who has undergone a change. Usually spiritual beings are shunned from anything that breaks their concentration so that their devotion increases.

In his explanation of the first station of abstinence (warâ') in the spiritual stage of adorning oneself (tahalluq), Ibn' Arabi strongly emphasized this abstinence attitude in the form of restraint and caution from not only sinful deeds but also even doubting actions that must be shunned. This attitude is recommended for spiritual practitioners to reflect on the process of his creation from various processes. Abstinence (warâ') is sought as a self-correction and a place for self-introspection according to the quote:

“Dust and soil are the origin of human creation and this is the evidence of human servitude and abstinence. Then he also becomes aware of his existence …… Therefore he is ordered to purify himself using the dust and dirt of pride. So that he returned to the origin of the creation …”51

As for the second station, asceticism (zuhd), according to Ibn 'Arabi is an attitude of distance and avoidance from something other than God, based on the quote:

“Station asceticism (zuhd) involves the absolute nature of oneness because its essence is prevention and relies on a side other than God, even if the person who owns it is unknown or not recognized. State (hal) is in relation to what he practices through asceticism. The name of

48 Al-Najjar.
50 al-ʻArabi and Affifi, Fusus Al-Hikam.
51 Ibn Arabi, Al-Futûhât Al-Makkiyyah.
God settles in him and the ascetic is able to actualize the results in his actions” 52.

Meanwhile, the third station is spiritual poverty (faqr). Ibn Arabi associated it with God because a poor person always feels inferior to God. He emphasized that this station is an ethical and corrective basis for the spiritualist because it is a proof of the weakness of the servant before God 53. Through this nature, they are able to project or position their servitude or poverty in the midst of God's wealth. The implication of this attitude creates the servants who are grateful and serve their Lord.

The next station is trust (tawakkal). Ibn 'Arabi argued that this station is a determined heart to God along with the absence of ability and no possible cause. The background for determining attitudes in this station is because not all phenomena that occur in this nature can be understood by humans, therefore Ibn 'Arabi advised people to put their trust in God 54.

The last station in this stage is steadfastness (istiqamah). According to Ibn Arabi, steadfastness is a praiseworthy nature of consistently doing good deeds and spiritual behavior that is being and has been followed. The non-steadfastness of anything makes it insignificant. Like the following quote:

"Because everything is in its steadfastness (istiqamah). The steadfastness of a tree is when it sticks to the ground. While the steadfastness of an animal is to move straight. If this is the case, no one can benefit from it. If a tree does not stick into the ground to drink water through its roots, then it is nothing" 55.

In the psychological and mental health approaches, the process of undergoing abstinence (warda), asceticism (zuhd), spiritual poverty (faqr), trust (tawakkal), and steadfastness (istiqamah) behaviors is known as meditation and even can be called contemplation and asceticism. A spiritualist undertakes the practice of meditation in the form of concentrated thought that is focused on the visuals, the adjustment of the position of the body and breath which aims to change and increase awareness with the ultimate goal of extinguishing lust by realizing the impermanence of everything.

In addition, these spiritual experiences are more advanced than meditation behaviour that is similar to contemplation and asceticism. These experiences are akin to a state of consciousness, in which the mind remains in imageless concentration on a single target. Contemplation can be understood as a state of consciousness at a certain level at which the mind has reached the spiritual maturity. Contemplation is a continuation or a result of the meditation process although there are still efforts for further refinement. This stage is unlike the experience of meditation which is still in its initial effort.

Meanwhile, in relation to mental health, the experience of asceticism in psychiatric symptoms in abstinence (warda), asceticism (zuhd), spiritual poverty (faqr), trust (tawakkal), and steadfastness (istiqamah) attitudes are an advanced awareness in the form of rejection of the opponent’s attitude, namely avoiding greed, anxiety and inconsistency. From a technical sense, asceticism is a rule of attitude and a refusal to take instinctive action 56. By the experience and awareness gained in living these stations, the spiritualists experience mental enlightenment which has an impact on inner calm. They have transcended changes in themselves and of course they are still strengthened by undertaking religious rituals of worship.

52 Ibn Arabi.
53 Ibn Arabi.
54 Ibn Arabi.
55 Ibn Arabi.
The Stage of Connection (Ta'alluq)

Connection (ta'alluq) is a spiritual stage in which a spiritualist feels the awareness that continues to be firmly attached and can never be separated from God. It is an advanced stage of awareness of meditation, contemplation and even asceticism that a spiritualist tries to tie his consciousness to God. This spiritual experience can raise awareness of the heart and mind to always remember God wherever and whenever. This spiritual stage can be achieved with remembrance (dzikr), slavheid ('ubūdiyyah), concentration of felicity (kimyā al-sa'adah), and annihilation (fanā') stations.

According to Ibn 'Arabi, the first station at the connection (ta'alluq) stage is remembrance (dzikr) which is the most important medium and spiritual behavior among spiritualists in an effort to increase spiritual awareness. At the time of doing remembrance, spiritualists are carried away and their souls go out into the feeling realm. Spiritually, remembrance (dzikr) is not only a temporal activity in the soul and not as a medium for repeated chanting or mental entertainment, but it is a substantive awareness and universal recognition of the presence of God.

Remembrance (dzikr) is the key to explore the spiritual realm and uncover a very broad basis that explains the relationship between human beings and their creator. The psychologists tend to interpret remembrance (dzikr) as more oriented towards the change of consciousness which is in contrast to the psychiatric symptoms in meditation and contemplation above. Consciousness in meditation and contemplation is more oriented towards the change of mental attitudes while remembrance (dzikr) is about the change of spiritual awareness after repentance.

Sincere remembrance (dzikr) is a treatment for mental illness because it provides inspiration in building good qualities, appreciation and inspirational power. A calm heart can turn fear into peace and change anxiety to calm and quiet. Remembrance (dzikr) is also a suggestion in the form of affirmation of the truth that is done repeatedly with full confidence which has a major effect on behavior.

The next station is slavehood (ubūdiyyah). According to Ibn 'Arabi, the human effort to get closer to their God is by obedience. It is because the obedience is the manifestation of God's will. Slavehood (ubūdiyyah) in Arabic comes from the word 'abd (servant). This term is applied to everything other than God, especially to humans. Ibn 'Arabi expressed the meaning of servant in a very philosophical way, which is one that shows the destitution, dependence and submission of all creatures before God. This is explained by Ibn 'Arabi in the quote below:

"Slavehood is the servant's attachment to God. After that servitude acts as a locus of manifestation of God. By means of servitude, he is to submit to orders without having the possibility of detaching himself from God. When God declares "so be", he manifestes immediately, for nothing but an immortal entity is representative of his essence as a creation. Then when the locus of manifestation is actualized, God says "do this and stay away from that". If he defies the orders, this is due to his existence as the locus of manifestation ..."

Furthermore, Ibn 'Arabi described the next stage as concentration of felicity (kimyā sa'adah). Al-kimyā is a special science that is able to change by considering everything in nature, whether secret or real. The station of concentration is a privilege given to people who go through the spiritual path by being able...
to change everything. This dimension creates the concentration of mind to change the view of one object to another.

In order to attain the experience of concentration as associated with Ibn Arabi, according to Inayat Khan, a spiritualist must go through the following stages; (1) Ordinary concentration, namely focusing the mind on one object in the form of action. (2) Contemplative, namely focusing the mind in the form of ideas, (3) Communicative meditation, namely the continued process of focusing the mind that is able to communicate and (4) Realization, namely mystical concentration, a type of expansion of consciousness, the appearance of the soul and deep immersion with oneself. Based on the levels of concentration above, there is a long way that a spiritualist must take to arrive at a level of mystical concentration, in order to change something real.

The ecstasy mystical experience or annihilation (fanā’) is the last station at this stage of connection (ta’ALLUQ). Annihilation (fanā’) is divine revelation for the spiritualists. Ibn Arabi gave two definitions of annihilation (fanā’), namely in the mystical and metaphysical terms. Annihilation in the mystical term means the disappearance of ignorance and remaining true knowledge obtained through intuition about the essential unity of the whole. These spiritualists do not eliminate their existence, but they realize that essential non-existence as a form. Or loss of consciousness or feeling, a person no longer feels what is happening in his organism nor does he feel himself and the surrounding nature.

Meanwhile, fanā’ in a metaphysical term means the disappearance of world forms of phenomena and the taking place of one universal substance. The disappearance of a form is the fanā’ of that form when God manifests (tajalli) Himself in another form. fanā’ is the disappearance of human awareness of all natural phenomena, and even of the names and attributes of God so that what really exists intrinsically and eternally (baqa’) in its essence is absolute form.

The psychological dimension that is encountered when a spiritualist reaches the annihilation stage or ecstasy is a physiological condition of the body and the state of the soul which is very different. Fischer showed that the spectrum of this highest state is achieved after undergoing meditation and the increased consciousness. Saint Teresa, as quoted by Robert Thouless, explained that the psychological symptoms of ecstasy are similar to those of loss of consciousness. The empirical symptoms that occur are both hands and body are cold as if his soul has drifted, sometimes even his breath cannot be detected, but logically ecstasy is expected to get something he wants.

In addition, another physiological symptom that is commonly observed from this extraordinary experience is the regular involvement of all nerve cells, especially the temporal lobe, through positive activity. This experience has a positive effect on behavior. In the term of psychological symptoms displayed by the spiritual accepts the transcendental exposure, a kind of enlightenment towards oneself and his environment. This is certainly different from schizophrenics, epilepsy and chemical drug users in which the work of the brain which involves these nerve cells is stimulated forcedly and irregularly. Nerve cells are not intact in oscillating. The excess behavior that is displayed is strange and unnatural.

Therefore, a spiritualist who reaches this level will be in harmony with the surrounding environment. Besides that, they experience integration and harmony in their habits, awareness, and beliefs with their daily activities. His mind gains high realization, his feelings find
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63 Thouless, *An Introduction to the Psychology of Religion*.

infinite consciousness dissolves in a material-spiritual state. This level seemed to tend to be practical, effective and mesomorphic. They also live a social life and constituted one of the most important categorical class differences. That difference is very important for social life because the person who manifests himself and reaches the peak experience will probably be the social people who will fix the world. They can be politicians or social workers. Meanwhile, in the field of art they are poets, musicians, spiritualists and philosophers.

The Stage of Realization (Tahaqquq)

The stage of realization (tahaqquq) is the stage of negating his essence or substance and realizing in himself his being one with the Absolute. This stage is the ultimate ability to actualize his awareness and capacity as a human being dominated by the attributes of God so that it is reflected in his all-holy and noble behavior. Even at this level, a spiritualist has attained the dignity of being very close to God. These stations consist of sainthood (wilâyâh), power of spiritual perspicacity (firâsat al-imânîyyah), chivalry (al-futuwwâb) and miracle (al-mu'jîzah).

In Ibn 'Arabi’s spirituality, the station of wilâyâh is God's referral to the chosen servant to take control of revelation. Ibn 'Arabi explained that those who get this privilege are prophets, saint and spiritualist. This opinion is supported by A.J. Arberry, according to him, Ibn 'Arabi really focused on the power of spiritual perspicacity function of a representative chosen human as a manifestation of Muhammad light (nur al-Muhammad). Even further analysis according to J.S Trimingham, the concept adopted by Ibn 'Arabi from al-Tirmizi is actually referred to last prophet (khâtîm al-anbiyâ’), namely the ordination function of the Prophet Muhammad.

The station of Sainthood (wilâyâh) in the term of a psychological context is a process of ordination personified in the form of transferring a teacher's robe to his spiritual student. This emphasis is deliberately used to better popularize station wilâyâh which is originally understood as an abstract process of revelation from God to the prophet as the implementation of the term last prophet (khâtîm al-anbiyâ’). The ordination in the form of changing the teacher's robe is the transfer of truth or the process of a student receiving the truth from his teacher.

The next station is clear sight through faith (firâsat al-imânîyyah), a type of saintly wonder, including the ability to read the thoughts of others and have knowledge of events occurring at a great distance. Usually called firasa, it is a gift given to many Friends of God as described in hagiographic sources. Firâsat al-imânîyyah, according to Ibn 'Arabi, is the light of divinity which is given to a spiritualist through his eyes of vision. This gesture is according to the hadith of the Prophet "Beware of the firasa of the believer, because he sees the light of Ilahi". The firasa of faith serves as the differentiator between good and evil. The principle of evil is as explained earlier, that there is nothing but good in existence and therefore all paths can lead to God. Therefore, the consequence is that every action is blameless, because reprehensible action includes only the good. To be able to understand this difference, humans need the
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existence of a law in the form of *firisat* like a quote:

“Station of clear sight through faith (*firasat al-imâniyah*) cannot be separated from the fact that the *firasat* of faith is attributed to God, namely the names that include the entire treasury of those names. It is a light that envelops both the praiseworthy and the reprehensible action, both the inclinations toward happiness and towards misery in the future life...”  

With a clear sight (*firasat*) of faith, a person who has reached a certain level in the spiritual journey is able to distinguish good and bad, is able to know secrets, tells fortunes and searches for lost items.

The next station is chivalry (*al-futuwwah*). According to Ibn 'Arabi, *al-futuwwah* is the disclosure of something that can provide a power or a deep understanding of the clarity of vision and spaciousness, as the following quote:

“A person who is on a journey to God wants to feel safe in achieving his goal and avoids the stray that always gets in his way. After reaching a certain phase, the spiritualist will get the privilege of divine disclosure...”

In the psychological dimension of chivalry (*al-futuwwah*), in the light symptoms of the soul fully enlighten the mind and are able to clearly understand the past, present and future images. Actually, a spiritual person is able to see what is happening from a distance and what has happened in the past. Inayat Khan argued that chivalry (*futuwwah*) can be described as the language of God which is not only expressed in the form of words, but can be in the form of pictures, something that cannot be heard and cannot be touched. Vision can convey the appearance of a wise or spiritual teacher in incomprehensible symbolic forms such as sounds and words, song compositions, poetry and letters.

Furthermore, Ibn 'Arabi explained the last station in this realization (*tabaqqah*) stage, namely miracle (*mu'jizah*). The station of miracle (*mu'jizah*) is derived from *i'jâz* (word of God). It means the privilege given to the prophet of God to convey the word of God. So the prophet functions as the “spokesman” for God. Like the following quote:

Because the prophet has all-encompassing features. This means that he has been awarded marvel (*mu'jizah*), namely the word of God and through that he acts as a spokesman for God. Hence his *i'jâz* is that he speaks in the name of God. People cannot grasp the meaning of "*mu'jizah*" through a substance because *mu'jizah* is a relationship between meaning and the form of reality through events.

Ibn 'Arabi implied that ordinary people cannot reach the level of the station of miracle (*mu'jizah*). This station is only for the prophet who is a representation of God's caliph on earth. Miracle (*mu'jizah*), according to Ibn 'Arabi, is the highest station that only the prophet and especially the Prophet Muhammad have. Even Ibn 'Arabi privileged the position of the Prophet Muhammad as a prominent perfect man (*insan kamil*), with the closing or complementary revelations of the revelations that have been revealed before, like the following quote:

“The station of the prophet in terms of knowledge includes all knowledge possessed by those who know God, both the previous prophet and the Saint (*wali*) after him. He (Muhammad) has six features that the prophet never had before. These qualities are because he has a revelation that includes all revelations.”

The spiritual awareness and experience that the prophets attained is a universal
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consciousness which is only achieved through a complete integrality of one-self. The Prophet had experienced the horizontal hierarchy consciousness and the unity of human consciousness, the unity of the God realities through the unity of metacosmic of society, the unity of macrocosmic of the universe, the unity of supra-cosmic of the universe. These three layers of integrality protect and coat human beings and God. The unity of consciousness achieved by the prophet is the unity of reality which is seen in the peak of the consciousness of a mystic including two integralistic dimensions, namely the horizontal and vertical dimensions.

Ibn Arabi concretely elaborated the positive mental traits of the prophets in the form of a more perfect tolerance than the previous level. According to him, this characteristic is born without understanding the differences in the perspective of unity. Thouless himself limited or objected to the meaning of tolerance with emotional meanings of agreeing or disagreeing. Tolerance, according to him, is a psychological attitude that determines behavior. It is also reflected in various ways of thinking religiously. To a certain extent, Thouless argued that tolerance does not mean acknowledging or accepting the statement that tolerant teachings are equally true.

CONCLUSION

The principles of Ibn 'Arabi’s teachings that use the method of mystico-philosophy are not only concerned with the esoteric and transcendental metaphysical dimensions, but also the exoteric dimension such as ritual, ethics and personality as the result of spiritual experience and awareness. In Ibn 'Arabi's spiritual teachings, the spiritual levels in religious consciousness make a potential contribution to mental development. The inner experiences that are attained when a person undergoes the stages in stations are simply called religious experiences. In fact, scientists agree to consider the importance of the experience achieved by a spiritualist as a pure perception of one aspect of reality even though they perceive it differently.

Religious experiences in the stages of Ibn Arabi’s stations such as repentance (taubah), abstinence (wurđ'), asceticism (zuhd), spiritual poverty (faqr), trust (tawakkal), steadfastness (istiqâmah), remembrance dhikr (dez.kr), slavehood ('â禹dîyyah), concentration of felicity (kimyâ al-sa'âdah), sainthood (wilayah), annihilation (fanâ'), clear sight through faith (fîrâsat al-imâniyyah), chivalry (al-futuwwah) and miracle (al-mu'jizah). From the perspective of psychology and mental health, all these stages have created positive religious attitudes, behaviours, thoughts and feelings and actualized in the change of attitudes. The spiritualists, Saints and Prophets are classified as mentally and spiritually healthy because their hearts always feel calm, safe and peaceful. A mentally healthy person has main characteristics such as a good personality attitude towards oneself, self-integration, self-autonomy and perception of realita
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